AND CONCLUSIONS 1. Our goal was to discriminate between two classes of models for pursuit eye movements. The monkey's pursuit system and both classes of model exhibit oscillations around target velocity during tracking of ramp target motion. However, the mechanisms that determine the frequency of oscillations differ in the two classes of model. In "internal feedback" models, oscillations are controlled by internal feedback loops, and the frequency of oscillation does not depend strongly on the delay in visual feedback. In "image motion" models, oscillations are controlled by visual feedback, and the frequency of oscillation does depend on the delay in visual feedback.
1. Our goal was to discriminate between two classes of models for pursuit eye movements. The monkey's pursuit system and both classes of model exhibit oscillations around target velocity during tracking of ramp target motion. However, the mechanisms that determine the frequency of oscillations differ in the two classes of model. In "internal feedback" models, oscillations are controlled by internal feedback loops, and the frequency of oscillation does not depend strongly on the delay in visual feedback. In "image motion" models, oscillations are controlled by visual feedback, and the frequency of oscillation does depend on the delay in visual feedback.
2. We measured the frequency of oscillation during pursuit of ramp target motion as a function of the total delay for visual feedback. For the shortest feedback delays of N 70 ms, the frequency of oscillation was between 6 and 7 Hz. Increases in feedback delay caused decreases in the frequency of oscillation. The effect of increasing feedback delay was similar, whether the increases were produced naturally by dimming and decreasing the size of the tracking target or artificially with the computer. We conclude that the oscillations in eye velocity during pursuit of ramp target motion are controlled by visual inputs, as suggested by the image motion class of models.
3. Previous experiments had suggested that the visuomotor pathways for pursuit are unable to respond well to frequencies as high as the 6-7 Hz at which eye velocity oscillates in monkeys. We therefore tested the response to target vibration at an amplitude of +8" /s and frequencies as high as 15 Hz. For target vibration at 6 Hz, the gain of pursuit, defined as the amplitude of eye velocity divided by the amplitude of target velocity, was as high as 0.65. We conclude that the visuomotor pathways for pursuit are capable of processing image motion at high temporal frequencies.
4. The gain of pursuit was much larger when the target vibrated around a constant speed of 15" /s than when it vibrated around a stationary position. This suggests that the pursuit pathways contain a switch that must be closed to allow the visuomotor pathways for pursuit to operate at their full gain. The switch apparently remains open for target vibration around a stationary position.
5. The responses to target vibration revealed a frequency at which eye velocity lagged target velocity by 180" and at which one monkey showed a local peak in the gain of pursuit. The frequency that caused a phase shift of 180" (fisO) for target vibration was close to the frequency of the spontaneous oscillations that occurred during pursuit in each monkey.
6. We tested our results against the image motion model of Krauzlis and Lisberger and the internal feedback model of Robinson et al. Computer simulation of the image motion model predicted the relationship we observed between the frequency of oscillation and total feedback delay as well as the agreement between the frequency of spontaneous oscillation and fisO for imposed target vibration. In contrast, computer simulation of the internal feedback model failed to predict either of these relationships. We conclude that image motion models provide the better description of the primate pursuit system.
INTRODUCTION
Primates use smooth pursuit eye movements to track the motion of small targets. Anatomically, pursuit is configured as a negative feedback control system that minimizes image motion, defined as the motion of the target with respect to the eyes (Robinson 1965 ) . Thus the sensory input to pursuit is visual; recent lesion studies have shown that these sensory inputs arise in the visual motion pathways of the extrastriate visual cortex (Dursteler and Wurtz 1988; Newsome et al. 1985) . Visual inputs are critical for responding to changes in target motion, and much is already known about the properties of visual signals that operate when the onset of target motion initiates pursuit (Lisberger and Westbrook 1985) . For example, our laboratory has demonstrated important contributions from signals related both to image speed and to image acceleration (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1987; Morris and Lisberger 1985 ) . However, there is some disagreement about the role of visual inputs during the later phases of pursuit when target motion continues at a constant speed.
One of the theoretical advantages of a well-designed negative feedback configuration is that it should ensure excellent steady-state performance for a wide range of specific parameters of signal processing within the system. The pursuit system enjoys this advantage but also exhibits one of the major problems associated with a negative feedback configuration. During pursuit of target motion at constant speed, eye velocity often exhibits high-frequency, low-amplitude oscillations around target velocity (Fuchs 1967a; Robinson 1965; Robinson et al. 1986 ). Previous studies have noted the existence of oscillations and have pointed out that the time delays in the visual feedback loop should be a major contributor to the oscillations (Fuchs 1967a; Robinson 1965) . However, investigators have only recently begun to grapple with the problem of modeling such details of pursuit tracking.
Two classes of models have been proposed to account for the structure of the pursuit system, and both reproduce many features of pursuit behavior including its frequency of oscillation. Our laboratory (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1989 ) has developed a model that is based on analysis of the first 100 ms of the eye movements evoked by steps and ramps of target velocity in monkeys. In our model, both the onset of pursuit and the frequency of oscillation are con- trolled by three nonlinear visual pathways that are sensitive to different aspects of image velocity and acceleration. Robinson et al. ( 1986) have proposed a different class of model in which the rising phase of pursuit is driven by visual inputs, but the frequency of oscillation is controlled by the delay around internal, neural feedback loops that carry extraretinal signals. Their model was based on the contention that the frequency of oscillation in pursuit by human subjects was too high to be explained by the configuration of visual inputs that accounted for the rather sluggish onset of pursuit. They therefore rejected models in which both the rapid rise in eye velocity at the initiation of pursuit and the subsequent oscillations in eye velocity were controlled by visual inputs.
We have designed an experiment that discriminates between the two classes of models by measuring how changes in the latency of visual feedback affect the frequency of oscillation in the pursuit system. If the oscillations are controlled by the visual feedback loop, as we suggest (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1989) , their frequency should decrease as the delay around the feedback loop is increased. If oscillations are controlled by internal, neural feedback loops, as Robinson et al. ( 1986) propose, their frequency should be little affected by increasing the delay around the visual feedback loop. Our computer simulations confirmed these intuitions about the effect of altering feedback delay in the two models, and our data showed that increases in delay around the feedback loop cause decreases in the frequency of oscillation. We conclude that visual feedback regulates pursuit throughout the course of a ramp target motion and that visual inputs play a primary role in generating spontaneous oscillations of eye velocity.
The conclusion that oscillations are controlled by visual feedback raises an apparent paradox. Most of our monkeys exhibited oscillations at frequencies of 6 Hz or higher. But the literature has demonstrated that the gain of pursuit is quite low if monkeys attempt to track sinusoidal target motion at frequencies as high as 6 Hz (Fuchs 1967b; Lisberger et al. 198 1) . The low gain at these frequencies should preclude oscillations. To analyze this paradox, we studied the eye movements evoked by sinusoidal vibration of the target at low amplitudes and high frequencies. We were especially interested in the possibility that the visuomotor pathways for pursuit are gated, so that target vibration might be more effective if presented during pursuit of a target moving at constant speed. Therefore we compared the eye movements evoked by target vibration around a stationary baseline with those evoked by vibration superimposed on target motion at constant speed. Our data show that the response to vibration has a higher gain when the vibration is superimposed on target motion at constant speed. We conclude that the visuomotor pathways for pursuit are gated and that the frequency response of the active primate pursuit system is compatible with spontaneous oscillations at frequencies of 6 Hz or higher.
METHODS

General procedures
Experiments were conducted on four male rhesus monkeys that had been trained to fixate and track a small target (Lisberger and Westbrook 1985 ) . With the use of halothane anesthesia and aseptic procedure, we implanted each monkey with bolts that allowed us to restrain its head during experiments and with a coil of wire on one eye (Judge et al. 1980 ) so that we could use the magnetic search coil method to monitor eye position.
During experiments, the monkey sat in a specially designed primate chair. Its head was affixed to the ceiling of the chair, and the monkey was positioned so that it faced a tangent screen. Visual targets were reflected off a pair of orthogonal, servocontrolled mirror galvanometers onto the back of the screen. We avoided nonlinearities in the target projection system by placing the screen 114 cm from both the mirrors and the monkey's eyes. The targets consisted of white, circular spots that were between 0.1 and 0.5' diam. Once fully trained, the monkey was rewarded with droplets of juice or water at intervals of 1.5 s if he kept eye position within 2O of target position. Experiments were conducted with binocular viewing, and we measured the movements of one eye. However, we have recently found that the oscillations that are the subject of this paper appear with monocular viewing and are nearly the same in the viewing and the patched eye (S. G. Lisberger and J. Schwartz, unpublished observations) .
Experiments were conducted as a series of trials, each of which lasted 2-3 s. The trials were presented by the computer with different conditions interspersed in a randomized order. Each trial began with the monkey fixating a stationary target while a second target was visible and stationary at an eccentric location. The fixation interval was randomized with a uniform distribution in lOOms steps from 600 to 1,000 ms. The fixation target then was extinguished, and the eccentric target began to move with equal probability toward or away from the position of fixation at a speed of 15, 20, or 30° /s. Trials in which the target moved away from the position of fixation served only to minimize anticipatory behavior by the monkey and were discarded without analysis. The initial position of the moveable target was adjusted for each monkey and each target speed to minimize the occurrence of saccadic eye movements in response to target motion toward the position of fixation ( Rashbass 196 1) . Targets moved for 800-1,200 ms, depending on target speed and each trial, ended when the tracking target disappeared. We did not analyze the last 100 ms of tracking, in which eye velocity often declined in anticipation of the end of the trial.
In some experiments the latency of visual feedback was altered by methods that will be described below. In other experiments, we superimposed sinusoidal vibration at high frequencies (up to 15 Hz) and low amplitudes (+8" /s) on the ramp motion of the target.
Varying the latency of visual feedback
We used two methods to vary the latency of visual feedback. First, we lengthened the latency for pursuit naturally by reducing the size and brightness of the tracking target. The exact properties of the target were selected empirically to yield the desired latency. Second, we used the method illustrated in Fig. 1 to delay feedback artificially with the computer. The input to the pursuit system is determined by what happens to the velocity of the retinal image from the target [i(t)] . Normally, i(t) is target velocity minus eye velocity [ F(t) -E(t)] , and the entire feedback delay is provided by visual transduction and sensory-motor processing. To further delay feedback, we used the computer to remember i(t) and to drive actual target motion with constant target velocity ( F) plus E(t) -h( t -delay). Then
which reduces to
This procedure can be understood intuitively by recognizing that The visuomotor pathways are represented by the solid arrows from the circle labeled "retina" through the box labeled "pursuit system" to the box labeled "eyeball." The retina is a summing junction that computes image velocity [I(t)] as the difference between target velocity ( T) and eye velocity [E(t)] . Eye position measured by a magnetic search coil system [ E( t )] is differentiated and delayed by the computer. The feedback with altered delay is achieved by first adding the nondelayed eye velocity signal and then subtracting the delayed eye velocity signal from a command for target motion, in this example a constant speed of Ho/s.
Eq. 1 describes a procedure to first counteract the anatomic feedback in the pursuit system by adding k(t) to target motion and opening the feedback loop. It then reestablishes feedback with an artificially increased.delay by subtracting the eye velocity recorded at an earlier time [ E( t -delay)]. Target motion was horizontal, and feedback was delayed only along the horizontal axis. The use of mirror galvanometers to move the target introduced a delay of -5 ms in converting the input to the mirror controllers into movements of the mirrors. This small delay would have introduced a significant artifact into our procedure for delaying feedback only during saccades and should not have affected our results because our monkeys made very few saccades for the step-ramp target motion used in this paper.
Data acquisition and analysis
In one set of experiments, we analyzed oscillations during pursuit of ramp target motion with or without added delay. Signals proportional to horizontal eye position, eye velocity, and target position were digitized during the experiments at a rate of 1,000 sample/ s per channel. The eye velocity voltage was obtained with an analog differentiator that had a bandpass of DC to 50 Hz (-20 dB/decade) . Ten to 20 responses to the same stimulus condition were aligned on the onset of target motion and averaged. The eye velocity records were then subjected to two analyses to measure the frequency of oscillation. First, we moved a cursor along the averages of eye velocity to measure the duration of each half period in the oscillations. Second, we calculated the power spectrum of average eye velocity during the interval in which there were clear oscillations.
In a second set of experiments, we used a sine-wave oscillator to provide sinusoidal target vibration that was added to the ramp target motion commanded by the computer. In addition to the traces sampled for the preceding experiments, we digitized the synchronization voltage from the oscillator. These data were analyzed by the use of the synchronization voltage to align the responses to at least 20 cycles of the sine wave and compute the average eye velocity. We included a cycle in the average only if the full cycle fell between the time when eye velocity reached target velocity and the end of the trial. A full cycle of the average contained 5 12 equally spaced bins, and the value for each bin was obtained by linear interpolation between the values of eye velocity in the two sample points that surrounded the time of the bin.
Because the sine-wave oscillator was not coupled to the onset of the ramp target motion, synchronizing the averages on full cycles of the sinusoidal stimulus allowed us to reveal the component of tracking that was at the frequency of the stimulus and to smooth the effects of other frequencies. The resulting averages of eye velocity were invariably periodic at the frequency of the stimulus, except that frequencies of target vibration <4 Hz were associated with a consistent decline in eye velocity between the beginning and end of the sinusoidal cycle of average eye velocity. This drift resulted from the tendency of eye velocity to decline slightly between the beginning and the end of the interval used for analysis. In these cases we assumed that the drift was linear and subtracted it from the averages before using a 5 12.point FFT algorithm to subject a single cycle of the averaged eye velocity to Fourier analysis. We estimated the gain of pursuit as the amplitude of the fundamental component of eye velocity divided by the amplitude of the sinusoidal component of target velocity. We calculated the phase shift of pursuit as the difference between the phases of these components.
RESULTS
Spontaneous oscillations during pursuit
Figure 2 illustrates typical oscillations in the pursuit eye movements of a monkey during tracking of rightward target motion at 15O /s. At a latency of ~90 ms after the onset of target motion (downward arrow), the monkey initiated a brisk rightward eye acceleration that caused eye velocity to cross target velocity within 225 ms. In this example, eye velocity showed undamped oscillations that began immediately after the rising phase of eye velocity and had a frequency of ~6 Hz. It was common to see examples like Fig.  2 where eye position oscillated around target position but eye velocity oscillated around a mean level that was either above or below target velocity by as much as 3' /s. We were careful to check that the difference between target velocity and mean eye velocity was not due to an error in calibrating the monkey's eye coil. All the monkeys we studied showed good spontaneous oscillation during tracking of target motion at constant speed. However, the magnitude of the oscillation was always greatest at the beginning of each monkey's participation in pursuit experiments (Fuchs 1967a) . Oscillation tended to decrease both over days as the monkey became more experienced in the pursuit tasks and within each day as the monkey became less motivated and his attention to the task decreased. Some monkeys showed better oscillations when they tracked across an otherwise dark background, whereas others showed better oscillations if the background was illuminated dimly. The experiments in this paper were conducted early in each monkey's tenure in the laboratory and with the conditions that produced the best oscillations. In addition, we have selected trials in which the oscillations were pronounced to perform our analysis. To study the oscillations, we analyzed the eye velocity in the interval that started at the first peak in eye velocity and ended 100 ms before the end of the trial. This interval provided -800 ms of data and allowed us to make measurements from approximately four cycles of oscillation. Under optimal conditions, the spontaneous oscillations in the three monkeys we studied were at frequencies of 7.0, 6.7, and 5.6 Hz and at amplitudes of 3.1, 3.4, and 2.0' /s. In the three monkeys, a bright OS0 diam target caused pursuit initiation after latencies that averaged 7 1, 65, and 75 ms.
Efect of changing feedback delay on spontaneous oscillations
In our experiments the total delay for visual feedback had two components: the natural latency for visual feedback and the delay added by the computer. Figure 3A shows averages of eye velocity for one experiment in which the natural latency was 86 ms, and the computer was used to add delays of 20,40, 60, or 80 ms. In each case, the record begins at the time the target began to move to the right at 15' /s. Increases in the feedback delay (moving from the bottom to the top) caused decreases in the frequency of the spontaneous oscillations. Using the computer to alter the feedback delay has the advantage that it does not cause any change in the visual properties of the target and therefore does not alter the dynamics of the signals that emerge after visual motion processing. As a result, the latency for the initiation of pursuit and the time course of the initial 100 ms of the rising phase of eye velocity are the same in all the records in Fig. 3A .
Figure 3 B shows the effect of a different method of varying the total delay in the feedback loop. Here, the target motion was again to the right at 15O /s, but the pursuit target was smaller and dimmer so that the latency for the initiation of pursuit was lengthened to 132 ms. The four traces show the average eye velocity when the computer added delays of 0, 10, 20, and 40 ms. Comparison of the bottom traces in Fig. 3 , A and B, reveals that lengthening the natural latency of visual feedback alone altered the frequency of spontaneous oscillation. In this example, the natural addition of 46 ms of delay had about the same effect on the frequency of oscillation as did the artificial addition of 40 ms of delav in Fig. 3A . Using the commuter to further in- 3. Effect of changes in total feedback delay on the spontaneous oscillations in pursuit. Each record shows average eye velocity as a function of time for rightward target motion at 15 O /s. Records are aligned so that the onset of target motion was at the beginning of the record. A : target was bright and 0.5O diam so that the latency for the initiation of pursuit was 86 ms. B: target was dim and 0.1 O diam so that the latency for the initiation of pursuit was 132 ms. A and B: numbers at the end of each record indicate the amount of delay added artificially by the computer. The 2 records at the bottom ofA were taken from trials that were 200 ms shorter than the other trials. Upward deflections represent rightward eye velocity.
crease total delay caused additional decreases in the frequency of spontaneous oscillation. Thus similar profiles of eye velocity were produced by motion of the dim target with 40 ms of added delay and by motion of the bright target with 80 ms of added delay.
We used two methods to analyze the effect of added delay on the frequency of oscillation. The first method emphasizes the first cycle of the oscillations. In Fig. 4 , the ordinate plots the duration of the first half period of oscillation, measured from the peak at the end of the rising phase of eye velocity to the time of the first trough. The abscissa plots total delay, defined as pursuit latency plus the delay added by the computer. The two lines show the theoretical extremes of the frequency of oscillation, derived in the APPEN-DIX for the image motion class of models used by Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) . The three graphs show data from three different monkeys. Open symbols show the data for different added delays for a bright target, which caused the initiation of pursuit with latencies as short as 55 ms in monkey I. Filled symbols show the results of the same experiment when the target was dimmed so that pursuit latency was 35-70 ms longer. The duration of the first half period of the oscillations increased as a function of total delay, and the points for the two different target brightnesses followed the same general relationship. In all three monkeys the points for the shortest total delays plot on or near the lower line, which describes the relationship: period of oscillation equals two times total delay. As total delay increases, the points approach the upper line, which describes the relationship: period of oscillation equals four times total delay.
The second method of analysis treats uniformly the entire interval from the first neak in eve velocity to 100 ms Relationship between the period of spontaneous oscillation and the total feedback delay. Each graph plots the duration of the 1 st half period of the oscillations as a function of the sum of the natural latency for pursuit and the artificial delay added by the computer. A-C: results for 3 monkeys. Open symbols represen t data obtained with a big, bright target and short natural delays, and filled symbols represent data obtained with a small, dim target and longer natural delays. The lines describe the relationships: period of oscillation equals 2 or 4 times total delay. As described in the APPENDIX, these lines represent the theoretical limits of the relationship between the period of oscillation and the total delay. The speeds of target motion were 30° /s in monkeys I and N and 15 O /s in monkey J.
before the end of the trial. For each record of average eye reveals a similar result in which increases in total feedback velocity, we computed the power spectrum in the period delay cause decreases in the frequency of oscillation. between the first peak of eye velocity and the end of the The data presented so far are based on measurements record. Figure 5 , A and B, shows two power spectra that from averages of eye velocity that were synchronized on the were obtained in monkey I for the bright target without onset of target motion. To determine whether this averagadded delay (A) and with an added delay of 80 ms (B) .
ing method introduced any artifacts into the results, we Each spectrum contains a clear peak that indicates the fre-conducted two additional analyses on a selection of data quency of oscillation. Comparison of the two spectra veri-obtained with artificially imposed delays ranging from 0 to fies that the addition of 80 ms of delay by the computer 40 ms. First, we made averages of eye velocity that were caused a substantial decrease in the frequency of oscilla-synchronized on the onset of pursuit and measured both tion. Each panel contains the same two vertical dashed lines the frequency and the amplitude of the oscillations. This to indicate the frequencies of oscillation, which were esti-procedure, which removes any effects of variation in the mated by drawing vertical lines that divide the area under latency of pursuit, revealed oscillations in eye velocity that each peak into two equal parts. This emphasizes that nei-were lo-40% larger in amplitude but of the same frequency ther spectrum shows evidence of a large residual peak at the as those obtained when the averages were synchronized on frequency that contains the peak in the other spectrum.
the onset of target motion. Second, to avoid any effects of The graphs in Fig. 5 , C and D, plot the period of the averaging the records of eye velocity, we measured the peoscillations, calculated as the inverse of the frequency of riod and amplitude of oscillations from individual records. oscillation obtained from the power spectra, as a function Calculation of the mean and standard deviation of the peof the total feedback delay for two monkeys. The open sym-riod revealed a frequency of oscillation that was the same as bols show data obtained with short natural delays (large, measured from average records. This procedure also dembright target), and the filled symbols show data obtained onstrated that the frequency showed little variability from with long natural delays (small, dim target). For comparitrial to trial. The mean amplitude of the oscillations meason with Fig. 4 , which plots data from the same experi-sured in individual records was up to twice as large as that ments, Fig. 5 , C and D, include lines describing the same measured from averaged records. We attribute the larger two relationships as the lines in Fig. 4 . This comparison amplitude mainly to high-frequency noise that was appar-KRAUZLIS, AND LISBERGER ent in the individual records and was removed by averaging. Figure 6 analyzes how the rising phase of the initiation of pursuit changes as a function of total feedback delay. Using the computer to add delay imposes a physical delay in the visual feedback and lengthens the period in which tracking is effectively open loop. Therefore we expected both the amplitude of the first peak in eye velocity (Fig. 6, A-C) and the time from the initiation of pursuit to the peak of eye velocity (Fig. 6, D-F) to increase as a function of total delay. In general, the data fulfilled this expectation for both the bright target (open symbols) and the dim target (filled symbols). The only exceptions were the time-to-peak eye velocity for both the bright and the dim target in monkey J (Fig. 6 F) and the amplitude of the peak eye velocity for the dim target in monkey N (filled symbols in Fig. 64 . The failure of the data for the bright and dim targets to superimpose in most of the graphs of Fig. 6 is not surprising. The rising phase of eye velocity is controlled primarily by the visual motion inputs for pursuit. Changing the size and brightness of the target should affect the trajectory of the rising phase of pursuit by altering the time course and amplitude of the responses of neurons in the brain pathways that process visual motion. Figure 7 shows the two conditions we used to study the eye movements induced by target vibration at high frequencies. In Fig. 7A the target vibrated at 6 Hz, t8" /s around a stationary position. Although the eye velocity records show some sinusoidal variation, the amplitude of eye velocity is small by comparison with the amplitude of target velocity. In Fig. 7B we presented the same target vibration, but now superimposed on ramp target motion at 20' /s. After the onset of ramp target motion (upward arrow), eye velocity shows large oscillations that are phase locked with the oscillation in target velocity. In both panels of Fig. 7 , smooth eye velocity is -180* out of phase with target velocity.
Pursuit of sinusoidal target vibrations
We analyzed these data in two ways. For the stimuli that consisted of target vibration superimposed on ramp target motion, we first made averages of eye velocity that were synchronized on the onset of target motion (Fig. 8A ) . Because the sinusoidal vibration of the target occurred in random phase relative to the onset of target motion, this analysis procedure emphasized the component of eye velocity that was associated with the step ramp and averaged out the component driven by the sinusoidal stimulus. For example, Fig. 8A shows the average response to ramp target motion with vibration at 3 Hz superimposed. Eye velocity does not show an obvious component at 3 Hz but does show oscillations at a frequency of -6.5 Hz. Similar oscillations appeared in a small fraction of the averages that were aligned on the onset of target motion, but most such averages showed little or no sign of oscillation. For the second kind than during fixation. The phase shift of eye velocity deof analysis, we divided each behavioral trial into individual creased monotonically as a function of vibration frequency cycles of the sinusoidal target vibration. When the target and did not depend on whether target vibration occurred vibrated around a stationary position ( Fig. 7A ) , we in-during pursuit or fixation (Fig. 9, C and D) . eluded cycles from the entire length of each trial. When
For each monkey, we measured the stimulus frequency target vibration was superimposed on ramp target motion, at which eye velocity lagged target velocity by 180'. This we analyzed only the cycles that occurred after eye velocity frequency, which we will call figO, coincided with a local had clearly reached target velocity (e.g., those indicated by peak in the gain of pursuit in monkey N (Fig. 9A) . Monkey vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7 B) . The individual cycles were J did not show a similar peak in the gain (Fig. 9 B) , but we aligned according to the sinusoidal target motion and aver-suspect he would have if we had used target vibration at aged (see METHODS) to reveal eye velocity records like those lower amplitudes. In monkey IV, fisO was 5.9 Hz (Fig. 9C) , that appear in Fig. 8 B for target vibration at 3,6 , and 8 Hz. and the frequency of spontaneous oscillation for target moThis method of data analysis emphasizes the component of tion at constant speed was 6.7 Hz. In monkey J, fig0 was 4.8 eye velocity that is at the frequency of the sinusoidal target Hz (Fig. 9D) , and the frequency of oscillation was 5.6 Hz. vibration and reduces the contribution of asynchronous This experiment was conducted on two days in one of the components at other frequencies.
other monkeys, revealing that& was 5.7 and 6.2 Hz and Figure 9 plots the gain and phase shift of the eye velocity the frequency of spontaneous oscillation was 6.7 and 6.9 (see METHODS) as a function of the frequency of target vi-Hz. Thus the frequency of oscillation was always 0.6-l .O bration for frequencies ranging from 1.5 to 15 Hz. In each Hz higher than fisO. The converse measurement, of the graph the open symbols show the responses to vibration phase shift for target vibration at the frequency of spontanesuperimposed on ramp target motion, and the filled sym-ous oscillation, revealed that eye velocity lagged target velocbols show the responses to target vibration around a sta-ity by 200-225' in the four monkeys. Part of the discreptionary position. For both monkeys that were tested exten-ancy betweenf,,, and the frequency of spontaneous oscillasively, the gain of the sinusoidal component of the response tion may result from differences in the amplitude of the (Fig. 9 , A and B) was consistently greater during pursuit retinal image motion. We presented target vibration at -+8" /s, whereas the amplitude of spontaneous oscillation should lag target velocity by 180' when the input to the was usually around *3 O /s. Preliminary experiments on one monkey were consistent with this idea&, increased as the system is sinusoidal target motion at the frequency of sponamplitude of target vibration was decreased. taneous oscillation. Our data are in reasonable agreement with this prediction. DISCUSSION We have evaluated the properties of the negative feedback control system that mediates pursuit by studying both the spontaneous and the driven oscillations of eye velocity during pursuit of ramp target motion. We suspect that spontaneous oscillations are normally a minor feature of pursuit and that they are emphasized in our monkeys because of the impoverished tracking conditions used in the laboratory. Thus we do not wish to imply that oscillations serve an important function in pursuit. Rather, our goal was to manipulate oscillations as a tool for analyzing the functional organization of the brain pathways that subserve pursuit.
Our data show that the spontaneous oscillations in pursuit exhibit the properties expected of a negative feedback system. The frequency of spontaneous oscillation in response to a step of target velocity almost coincides with the frequency that gives 1 80° of phase shift during sinusoidal vibration of the target. Increases in the total delay around the feedback loop cause decreases in the frequency of spontaneous oscillations. These facts suggest that oscillations in pursuit are controlled by the visual feedback loop. Later in the DISCUSSION, we will show that our data support models of the pursuit system (e.g., Krauzlis and Lisberger 1989; Morris and Lisberger 1985 ) in which the spontaneous oscillations are controlled by the visual feedback loop and that they contradict the model published by Robinson et al. ( 1986) in which the spontaneous oscillations are controlled by internal circuits.
In an underdamped, linear, negative-feedback control system, the frequency of spontaneous oscillation can be estimated by calculating the frequency for which the total phase shift from input to output is 180'. The contribution of each element in our model to the phase shift from input to output is revealed in Fig. 10 , which realizes Eq. 3 as a time delay ( At), two parallel pathways for processing image velocity ( GV) and image acceleration (d/dt and G,), and a mathematical integrator. In Eq. 3, the integrator is hidden in the fact that eye acceleration is on the left side of the equation and is driven by the linear addition of delayed and scaled inputs related to image velocity and acceleration. The integrator in Fig. 10 is private to the pursuit system and performs a different function from the brain stem integrator that converts velocity commands for all kinds of eye movement into signals proportional to eye position (Skavenski and Robinson 1973) . We have argued elsewhere that the pursuit integrator is implemented in the brain by positive feedback of eye movement command signals through the flocculus of the cerebellum ). In Fig. 10 , the image velocity and image acceleration pathways will contribute O-90' of phase lead, depending on the relative weighting of G, and G,. The time delay will contribute phase lag that will depend on the value of the delay and the frequency of the sinusoidal image motion. The integrator will contribute 90° of phase lag. A system with a total delay of 80 ms would therefore oscillate at -6.2 Hz if G, were zero and at -3.1 Hz if G, were zero.
Linear model of pursuit
We first consider a simple linear model in which
where J? and i' represent eye and target velocity, g and F represent eye and target acceleration, At represents the feedback delay, and G, and G, represent the gains of the responses to image velocity and acceleration. The right side of the equation is based on experiments showing that both image velocity and image acceleration make large contributions to pursuit eye movement (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1987; Morris and Lisberger 1985) . The eye acceleration term on the left side of the equation is based on experiments showing that visual inputs are treated by the pursuit system as commands for eye acceleration (Lisberger et al. 198 1; Lisberger and Westbrook 1985; Morris and Lisberger 1987) .
Mathematical analysis in the APPENDIX shows that the model described by Eq. 3 is compatible with a period of oscillation that is between two and four times total feedback delay, depending on the values of G, and G,. To show that our data conform to this prediction, we plotted these theoretical extremes of the period of spontaneous oscillation on the graphs that quantify the effect of increasing feedback delay (Figs. 4 and 5 ) . Analytic treatment of Eq. 3 also predicts, for a system that is slightly damped, that eye velocity The simple linear model considered in Eq. 3, Fig. 10 , and the APPENDIX illustrates the theoretical limits on the frequency of spontaneous oscillation as a function of feedback delay and shows how the system oscillates when driven by sinusoidal inputs near the frequency of spontaneous oscillation. However, the linear model has severe limitations that preclude its use to account for many of the features of our data. In particular, the linear model cannot be used to simulate the amplitude of spontaneous or driven oscillations or the detailed time course of the rise in eye velocity evoked by 10. Block diagram of the linear version of our model. Visuomotor signals flow fvom Zeft to right. The summing junction at the Ieft of the diagram creates a visual input by taking the difference between target velocity ( T) and eye velocity (E) . The box labeled "At" represents a time delay. The outputs of the parallel image velocity and image acceleration pathways are summed to form a command for smooth eye acceleration (I?) that is then integrated by a velocity memory system that is private to pursuit.
GOLDREICH, KRAUZLIS, AND LISBERGER ramp target motion. To address these features of the data, 10 but includes low-pass filters, uses more realistic, nonlinwe present the more realistic model of Fig. 11 A. ear elements, and contains one additional forward pathway. The model in Fig. 11 ( 1986) to account for their data on tracking of steps of models of pursuit target velocity in human subjects. We have now performed further computer simulations on each model, to determine Figure 11 shows block diagrams that have been redrawn how the frequency of oscillation is affected by changes in from the published versions of two models. The publica-feedback delay and whether the J;80 for target vibration is tions that described these models used computer simula-the same as the frequency of spontaneous oscillation. This tions to demonstrate that both models reproduce many of tests both models for emergent properties, because neither the features of pursuit, including the rate of eye acceleration model was designed to account for the data we have reduring the initiation of pursuit, the transition to tracking ported here. with eye velocity close to target velocity, and the frequency With the parameters published by Krauzlis and Lisberger of spontaneous oscillations. The model in Fig. 11 A was ( 1989) , the model in Fig. 11 A had a latency of 65 ms and developed by Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) to account for showed damped oscillations at 5.1 Hz. Before testing it, we their data on the pursuit of step-ramp target motion in adjusted the parameters so that it had a latency of 60 ms monkeys. It retains the basic structure of the model in Fig. and . Two computer models that reproduce many of the features of pursuit. The input to both models is target velocity, and the output is eye velocity. Circles represent summing junctions, the small square boxes represent time delays ( dX) or multiplication factors ( PX), and the larger boxes contain nonlinear gain elements described by input-output graphs or by transfer functions described in Laplace notation. For the transfer functions, TX refer to time constants, an s in the numerator performs differentiation, and an s in the denominator performs mathematical integration. Circles at the left of each model represent the retina and generate visual motion inputs by calculating target velocity minus eye velocity. Changes in the time delay labeled "&" allowed us to simulate the effects of using the computer to lengthen feedback delay. The initial value of dF was 0 ms. A: a modified drawing of the model published by Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) . The 3 parallel pathways process image velocity (subscript v), impulses of target acceleration at the onset of motion (subscript i), and smooth image acceleration (subscript a). To avoid the problems associated with digital simulation of the differentiator in this model, we used a 3-ms ramp of target velocity to produce "steps" of target velocity. We verified that this precaution rendered the results of the simulation insensitive to decreases in the time step of simulation, which was usually 1 ms. Parameter values: d, = 60 ms; TV = 26 ms; T, = 5 ms; Ti = 17 ms; T, = 15 ms. Functions for the gain elements: image velocity pathway, y = 8.3~; image acceleration pathway, for 25 < x -c 500, y = 42 log (0.1x + I), for x < 25, y = (0.0672x2) log (0.1 x + 1)) for x > 500, y = 0; image motion onset pathway, for x > 3,000, y = 5,625 log (0.000 15x + 1 ), for x c 3,000, y = 0. Equations given for the motion onset and acceleration pathways are for x > 0. For x < 0, the equivalent odd functions are used. B: a modified drawing of the model published by Robinson et al. ( 1986) . Parameter values: dl = 40 ms; d2 = 10 ms; d3 = 10 ms; d4 = 5 ms; d, = 30 ms; de = 45 ms; Tc = 70 ms; T, = 15 ms; A = 2.5; P, = 0.95; P2 = 1. Functions for nonlinear gain elements: AS, for 0 5 x < 4, y = 13x, for x 2 4, y = 40 + 5x; VS, for 0 5 x < 100, y = X, for x 2 100, y = 100. For x < 0, the equivalent odd functions are used.
C Target velocity
Eye velocity labeled "0" in Fig. 12A ). We also made some minor changes to render the performance of the model insensitive to changes in the time step of simulation. With the parameters published by Robinson et al. ( 1986) , the model in Fig.  11 B exhibited a pursuit latency of 130 ms and damped oscillations at 3.8 Hz. As described in detail in their paper, the model was designed so that the period of spontaneous oscillations would be four times the total delay (& + &) around the innermost feedback loop. Before testing the model, we adjusted the parameters so that eye velocity began after a latency of 65 ms and showed undamped oscillations at 6.1 Hz, in agreement with our data on monkeys. The record labeled 0 in Fig. 12 B shows the performance of the adjusted model for a step of target velocity.
We altered the delay of visual feedback in the models by changing the value of the time delay labeled &. The position of the delay in the external eye velocity feedback loop simulated our method for using the computer to increase feedback delay without changing the latency for the initiation of pursuit. When we increased the visual feedback delay by 30 or 60 ms in the model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) , the frequency of oscillation decreased (Fig. 12A) , consistent with the data reported here. Figure 12 B shows that adding 30 or 60 ms of feedback delay had a completely different effect on the oscillations in the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986 ) . It altered the amplitude of the oscillations but did not cause the decrease in the frequency of oscillations found in our experiments. In fact, increasing feedback delay caused a slight increase in the frequency of oscillation.
The two models also differed in their responses to target vibration at a frequency of 6 Hz, which is close to the frequency of spontaneous oscillations, and in the relationship between the frequency of spontaneous oscillations and the Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) to a step of target velocity without added feedback delay (trace labeled 0) and when feedback delay was lengthened by 30 or 60 ms. The step of target velocity was produced by a 3-ms ramp from 0 to 20° /s. B: response of the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) to a step of target velocity from 0 to 20° /s with normal feedback (trace labeled 0) and with added delays of 30 or 60 ms. C: response of the model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) during target vibration at 6 Hz, 22.5 O /s. D : response of the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) during target vibration at 6 Hz, k2.5" /s. fig0 for target vibration. For the model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) , eye velocity lagged target velocity by 2 12' (Fig. 12C ). For the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) , eye velocity lagged target velocity by 3 15 O (Fig. 120) . Eye velocity lagged target velocity by 180' for target vibration at 5 5 Hz in the model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) , which is close to the frequency of spontaneous oscillation and is in good agreement with our data. In contrast,&, was 4.3 Hz for the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) . The simulations in Fig. 12 were run with the amplitude of target vibration set to t2.5" /s. Increasing the amplitude of target vibration to t 10' /s had only small effects on the phase shift between target velocity and eye velocity in either model. Thus only the image velocity model (Fig. 11 A) agrees with our finding that eye velocity lagged target velocity by 200-225' during target vibration at the frequency of spontaneous oscillations.
The simulations in Fig. 12 show the responses of both models only after we had adjusted the parameters so that simulated eye velocity would oscillate at frequencies in the range exhibited by our monkeys. Further analysis revealed that neither the effect of changing feedback delay nor the response to target vibration depended on the initial frequency of spontaneous oscillations. When adjusted to show damped oscillation at lower frequencies, the model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) still showed the effects illustrated in Fig. 12 , A and C. Even with its published parameters, which produced spontaneous damped oscillations at 3.8 Hz, the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) still failed to reproduce our data. However, it was easier to test the effects of changing feedback delay if the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) was adjusted to show undamped oscillations. Otherwise, increases in feedback delay tended to prevent oscillations altogether.
The two classes of models developed by Robinson et al. ( 1986) and by Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) make explicit predictions about how the brain accomplishes pursuit eye movements. The difference in the ability of the two models to simulate the results of the present experiments implies that the brain is organized as exemplified by the image motion class of models and not as suggested by the internal feedback class of models. There remain, however, some unresolved questions such as whether the image velocity class of models can account for the exact time courses published by Robinson et al. ( 1986) for eye velocity during human pursuit. This and other important questions about the model proposed by Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) will be treated in a later publication that will focus on the yroperties of this model.
The traditional target velocity model, first proposed by Young et al. (1968) and elaborated by Robinson (1971) , fits easily with either of the models simulated here. In the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) , a target velocity command appears at the summing junction just before delay &, as the result of adding internal feedback of the eye velocity command to a visual input that represents purely image velocity. The model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) does not reconstruct a target velocity signal explicitly and does not assume that the visual input is purely proportional to image velocity. However, it assumes that the key element of the target velocity model, positive feedback of eye velocity, is used in the brain to implement the integrator labeled 1 /s in Fig. 11 A. Deno et al. ( 1989) have claimed that the two models in Fig. 11 are formally equivalent. They support their contention with an approximation to the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) that takes the form of two parallel, forward pathways. However, two observations lead us to reject this claim. First, the equations in the two pathways of the Deno et al. ( 1989) model are quite different from the equations in a linearized version of our model and do not appear to incorporate any representation of the smooth image acceleration pathway that is critical in producing realistic spontaneous oscillations in our model. Second, the unifying model proposed by Deno et al. ( 1989) does not appear to include the internal time delays that play key roles in the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) . Deno et al. ( 1989) also assert that both models make similar predictions when the simulation is adjusted so that the oscillations are damped. Our simulations of the model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) with its published parameters, which cause it to show damped oscillation, disagree with this assertion. We therefore believe that the two classes of model are fundamentally different and that our experiments, by changing the visual feedback delay and by employing target vibration at the frequency of spontaneous oscillation, can and do discriminate between them.
In summary, the image motion model of Krauzlis and Lisberger ( 1989) predicts many of the features of our data. It responds to steps of target velocity with eye velocities that resemble those recorded in monkeys; it undergoes the correct changes in the frequency of spontaneous oscillation when the feedback delay is altered; it emits spontaneous and driven oscillations at finite amplitudes; and it shows the correct relationship between thehBO for target vibration and the frequency of spontaneous oscillation. Two other features of pursuit cannot be reproduced, either by our model or by the internal feedback model of Robinson et al. ( 1986) . First, when sinusoidal vibration is superimposed on ramp target motion, both models will emit a combination of spontaneous and driven oscillations. The failure of the pursuit system in most experiments to show convincing spontaneous oscillations in the face of target vibration must reflect an essential nonlinearity in the pursuit system. Visual motion processing provides a logical source for that nonlinearity. The output of the cortical motion processing pathways does not resemble the signal used by the models, which is derived from a linear representation of image velocity. Second, neither model can mimic the effect of initial tracking conditions on the response to target vibration. Both models would produce nearly the same response when the target oscillated around a stationary position and when it oscillated around target motion at constant velocity.
Evidence for a switch in pursuit
Previous studies on monkeys have demonstrated that the gain of pursuit decreases quite rapidly and approaches zero as the frequency of sinusoidal target motion is increased above 2 Hz (Fuchs 1967b; Lisberger et al. 198 1) . This limitation in pursuit performance has been taken as evidence that the smooth tracking system is not able to respond to high input frequencies. The fact that the spontaneous oscillations in pursuit were driven by retinal image motion at frequencies in excess of 6 Hz in our monkeys suggested that it should be possible to find conditions under which the pursuit system would respond well to sinusoidal inputs at 6 Hz. We have shown that these conditions are met if the amplitude of the target motion is small and the sinusoidal stimulus is superimposed on target motion at constant speed.
Our data on the response to target vibration can be accounted for if the pursuit system contains a switch that is closed to allow the visuomotor pathways for pursuit to operate at their full gain. The necessary condition for closing the switch would be the presence of a visual stimulus that is seen as moving. Sinusoidal target vibration at high frequencies may not be able to close the switch because it does not appear as motion. Instead, a target that is vibrating horizontally appears as a stationary horizontal line with a height equal to the diameter of the target and a length equal to the peak-to-peak amplitude of the vibration. When superimposed on ramp target motion, the sinusoidal vibration appears as a horizontal bar that is moving at a constant speed. We assume that the constant speed motion closes the switch and allows visual motion information about the high-frequency vibration to be transmitted to the pursuit system. Robinson ( 1965 ) was the first to suggest that there might be a pursuit switch. He observed that spontaneous oscillation occurs much more frequently during tracking than during fixation and he concluded that fixation was not pursuit of zero velocity target motion. Morris and Lisberger ( 1987) also provided evidence for a switch. They observed that retinal position errors had a much larger effect on smooth eye velocity if they were imposed during pursuit than if they were imposed during fixation. Although these studies emphasize the digital expression of the pursuit switch, it seems unlikely that the switch has just two positions: on and off. Spontaneous variations in pursuit performance, even within a few seconds of tracking, suggest that the monkey has continuous and voluntary control over the gain of his pursuit system. Different stimulus conditions and training paradigms may affect how subjects exert control over their pursuit switch. This could account for much of the apparent variability in pursuit strategies, both among subjects and among studies conducted in different laborato- We use the complex inversion formula to solve this equation for Z?(t). We find that E(t) = 0 when t < At, as expected. For t > At, the inversion formula yields l?(t) = 2 residues of e".&??(t)] evaluated at poles of L@(t)]
From Eq. A5 it is clear that s = 0 is one pole. The residue at this pole is f. Hence the eye velocity contains a constant term F for times t > At, as expected.
The other poles satisfy the equation G, + s(G, + esM) = 0 W)
For particular values of G, and G,, there will be imaginary solutions to Eq. A7. The residues at these poles will undergo constant amplitude sinusoidal oscillations. Equation A7 yields imaginary solutions at s = kio,, provided that G, = o,, sin w, At and G, = -cos W, At (fw Hence the eye velocity will undergo constant amplitude oscillations at the "natural frequency" w, when G, and G, satisfy Eq. A8.
Because G, > 0 and G, 2 0, it follows from Eq. A8 that the angle u,,At is in the second quadrant; that is where a is 0 or an integer. Expression A9 may be rewritten We have not solved analytically for other modes that may satisfy Eq. A7 given Eqs. A& Such modes probably exist in many cases and will be represented by complex poles. The actual oscillations produced by the model Eq. Al will therefore contain timedependent amplitudes. However, we have verified numerically that the oscillation frequencies are in close agreement with the O, predicted by Eq. A& Pursuit of an oscillating target
